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Jonathan Swift/Volume 18/An Invitation by Dr. Delany, in the Name of Dr. His Name Would
Be Transmitted to Posterity in Dr. Swift's Works>.
?THE furniture that best doth please ?St. Patrick's dean, good sir, are these: ? The knife and
fork with which I eat; ?And next the pot that boils. In the Spectator, No. , August 2, , the
following article was proposed by Dr. Swift: The following question is started by one of the.
I'M wealthy and poor, ?I'm empty and full, I'm humble and proud, ?I'm witty and dull. I'm
foul, and yet fair; ?I'm old, and yet young; I lie with Moll. I AM just now come from Finglass,
where I have been drinking your health, and talking of you, with one who loves and admires
you better than. I RECEIVED yours of February 11th, and find, with great pleasure, that we
preserve the same mutual affection we ever professed, as well as the. ?OUR schoolmaster may
rave i' th' fit ??Of classick beauty h?c & illa, ?Not all his birch inspires such wit ??As th'
ogling beams of Domitilla. The Works of the Rev. Jonathan Swift/Volume 18/Epigrams,
Occasioned by Dr. Swift's Intended Hospital for Idiots and Lunaticks. SOME people here
having flattered me that I have a genius for poetry, and my circumstances a little favouring it, I
have resolved to turn my. The Works of the Rev. Jonathan Swift/Volume 18/Dr. Swift on His
Own Deafness. From Wikisource. The Works of the Rev. Jonathan Swift?.
The Works of the Rev. Jonathan Swift/Volume 18/Letter from Jonathan Swift to the Society of
the Governor and Assistants for the new Plantation. I RECEIVED yours some day or other this
week, by the hands of Mrs. Donaldson, who has made affidavit before our town magistrate,
that I. HOC tumulata jacet proles Len?a sepulchro, ?Immortale genus, nec peritura jacet; Quin
oritura iterum, matris concreditur alvo; ?Bis natum.
I HOPE you continue in the mind of coming hither to morrow; for upon my sincerity, which is
more than most people's, I shall be heartily glad to. I HAD a pleasure and grief at once in your
letter, to find you had not forgotten me, and to find you uneasy at a thing which God only can
mend.
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